
31 The baiance of x86 production is sold to smaller system builders and to

independent distributors The latter in turn sell to smaller OEMs regional computer

assemblers valueadded resellers and other smaller distributors Currentiy distributors

account for over half of A1vs sales

32 OEMs have adopted variety of business modela including sales directly to

customers through webbased ecommerce sales through companyemployed sales staffs who

target IT professionals and Fortune 1000 companies and sales through network of

independent distributors who focus on smaller business customers With the exception of

Dell which markets to consumers only directy mostly over the internet most OEMs also sell

through retail chains intel and AMD compete not only to have OEMs incorporate their

microprocessors into their retail platforms but also to convince retailers to allocate shelfspace

so that the platforms containing their respective microprocessors can be purchased in the

retailer stores

33 Through its economic muscle and relentless marketing principally its Ynte1

Inside and uCenirino programs which financially reward OEMs for branding their PCs as

Intel machines intel has transformed the OEM world While once innovative companies

themselves the OBMs have largely become undifferentiated distributors of the Intel platform

offering
Intel Inside and Centrino computers largely indistinguishable from those of their

rivals As their products have become commoditized the Tier One OEMs operate on small or

negative margins and as shown in the following chart the overwhelming portion of PC profit

flows to Intel
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36 Intels misconduct is global It has targeted both and offshore customers at

all levels to prevent AMID from building market share anywhere with the goal of keeping

AMID small and keeping Intels customers dependent on Intel for very substantial amounts of

product In this way OEMs remain vulnerable to continual threats of Intel retaliation AM
remains capacity-constrained the OEMs remain Intel-dependent and intel thereby perpetuates

its economic hold over them allowing it to continue to demand that customers curtail their

dealings with AMD And the cycle repeats itself by unlawfully exploiting its existing market

share Intel is impeding competitive growth of AJ thereby laying foundation for the next

round of foreclosing actions with the effect that Ahs ability to benefit from its current

technological advances is curtailed to the harm of potential customers and consumers

37 The following is not intended as an exhaustive catalog of Intels misconduct or

complete list of its unlawful acts but only as examples of the types of improper exclusionary

practices that Intel has employed

Practices Directed At OEMs

Exclusive and Near-Exclusive Deals

38 BeD In its history Dell has not purchased single AIvID x86 microprocessor

despite acknowledging Intel shortcomings and customer clamor for AJVED solutions principally

in the server sector As Dells President and CEO Kevin Rollins said publicly last February

Whenever one of our partners slips on either the economics or

technology that causes us great concern For while Intel

admittedly slipped technologically and AMID had made step

forward We were seeing that in customer response and requests

39 Nonetheless Dell has been and remains Intel-exclusive According to industry

reports Intel has bought Dells exclusivity with outright payments and favorable

discriminatory pricing
and service In discussions about buying from AMD Dell executives

have frankly conceded that they must financially account for Intel retribution in negotiating

pricing from AXvm
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40 Sony With the introduction of its Athlon microprocessor in 1999 AMD began to

make notable inroads into Intels sales to major Japanese OEMs which export PCs

internationally including into the By the end of 2002 AI1D had achieved an overall

Japanese unit market share of approximately 22% To reverse the erosion of its business in

2003 intel paid Sony multimillion dollar sums disguised as discounts and promotional support

in exchange for absolute microprocessor excJusivity Sony abruptly cancelled an AMD Mobile

Athlon notebook model Soon thereafter it cancelled plans to release AMD Athlon desktop

and notebook computers As result AJvs share of Sonys business dropped from 23% in

2002 to 8% in 2003 and then to 0% where it remains today In proceedings brought by the

JFTC Intel has accepted the JFTC charges of misconduct with respect to Sony

41 Toshiba Like Sony Toshiba was once significant AMD customer but also

like Sony Toshiba received very substantial payment from Intel in 2001 not to use AIvID

processors Toshiba thereupon dropped AvlD Its executives agreed that Intels financial

inducements amounted to cocaine but said they were hooked because reengaging with AMD

would jeopardize intel market development finds estimated to be worth $2530 million per

quarter Toshiba made clear to AJ that the tens of millions of doHars of additional

marketing support was provided on the explicit condition that Toshiba could not use AvtD

microprocessors In proceedings brought by the JFTC Intel has accepted the JFTC charges of

misconduct with respect to Toshiba

42 NEC AMD also enjoyed early success with NEC capturing nearly 40% of its

microprocessor purchases for notebooks and desktops in the first quarter of 2002 In May

2002 Intel agreed to pay NEC more than 300 million yen per quarter in exchange for caps on

NECs purchases from AIvW The caps assured Intel at least 90% of NECs business in Japan

and they established an overall worldwide quota on NECs AMD dealings The impact was

immediate While AIvID had maintained an 84% share of NECs Japanese consumer desktop

business in the third quarter of 2002 after the payments Aisshare quickly plummeted to

virtually zero in the first quarter of 2003 NEC has made clear to AIv that its Japanese share
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must stay in the single digits pursuant to NECs agreement with Intel Worldwide AJvaYs

share dipped from nearly 40% to around 15% where it stands today In proceedings brought

by the JFTC Intel has accepted the JFTC charges of misconduct with respect to NEC

43 Fujitsu In the summer of 2002 Fujitsu informed AIvID that Intel had pressured

Fujitsu to remove Fujitsus AMDpowered desktop models from Fujitsus website Fujitsu

complied by making any potential A1vbuyer click
past

Intel products to get to the A4D

offerings Then in early 2003 Intel moved to lock up an even greater share of Fujitsus

business Intel offered an undisclosed package of financial incentives in return for Fujitsus

agreement to restrict its dealings with Avff Fujitsus catalog currently limits AJvID to

single notebook product In proceedings brought by the JFTC Intel has accepted the WTC

charges of misconduct with respect to Fujitsu

44 hitachi According to the JFTC Intel has also purchased an exclusivedea1ing

arrangement with Hitachi which had been substantial AvD customer The agreement

caused AvDs Hitachi business to fall precipitously For example during the first part of

2002 AMD was shipping 50000 Athlon microprocessors to Hitachi per quarter But by the

middle of the year AIvID sold no microprocessors to Hitachi at all In proceedings brought by

the JFTC Intel has accepted the JPTC charges of misconduct with respect to Hitachi

45 Gateway/eMachines From2001 to 2004 Gateway was exclusively Intel In

200 former Gateway CEO Ted Waitt explained to an AMD executive that Intel offered him

large sums not to deal with AMD which he could not refuse have to find way back to

profitability If by dropping you became profitable that is what will do Shortly

thereafter Gateway stopped purchasing from AIvID and issued press release announcing its

Intel exclusivity The announcement caine within weeks of similar public announcements of

Intel exclusivity by both IBM and Micron

46 Supermicro Intels exclusive dealing also extends to small specialty OEMs of

which Supermicro is good example Supermicro the preeminent system assembler for

servers and other highend computers historically has followed the Dell strategy of never
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buying from AIvID This arrangement foreclosed AMD from large part of the approximately

one fifth of the server sector not controlled by the Tier One OEMs Following two years of

negotiation Supermicro finally agreed last year to begin developing an Opteronpowered

server however it so feared intel retaliation that it secretly moved the AvO development to

quarters behind Supermicros main manufacturing faciIity Further it forbade AIv1D from

publicizing the product or beginning any marketing prior to its actual release When in April

2005 Supermicro finally broke away from years of Intel exclusivity it restricted distribution of

its newlyreleased Opteronpowered product to only sixty of its customers and promoted them

with glossy upscale brochure devoid of its name and labeled secret and confidential

ProthictLine Channel or Geographic Resirictions

47 Intel has also bought more limited exclusivity from OEMs in order to exclude

A1v1D from the most profitable lines or from channels of distribution best tailored to take

advantage of AMDs price/performance advantage over Intel in exchange for discriminatory

discounts subsidies or payments for example Intel has largely foreclosed AMD from the

lucrative commercial desktop sector Intel has focused on the major OEMs because when IT

executives from Fortune 1000 companies purchase desktop computers they look for strong

brand on the box Dell ffiM or HP Knowing this Intel has relentlessly fought to block the

introduction of an Arvpowered commercial desktop by the major OEMs who have not ceded

total exclusivity to intel What follows again are only representative examples of Intel

misconduct

EP In 2002 when AMD set out to earn place in HPs commercial desktop

product roadmap HP demanded 25 million quarterly fund to compensate it for intels

expected retaliation Eager to break into the commercial market and to earn place in Fms

successful Evo product line AIvID agreed instead to provide HP with the first million

microprocessors for free in an effort to overcome Intels financial hold over HP On the eve of

the launch HP disclosed its plan to Intel which told HP it considered Aivs entry into HPs

commercial line Richter 10 event it immediately pressured HP into withdrawing the
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AMI offering from its premier uEvo brand and withholding the AMD-powered computer

from HPs network of independent valueadded resellers the principal point of access to

small business users for whom the computer was designed in the first place Intel went so far

as to pressure HPs senior management to consider firing the HP executive who spearheaded

the AMD commercial desktop proposal As result of Intels coercion the HPA1 desktop

offering was dead on arrival HP ended up taking only 160000 of the million microprocessors

AMD offered for free As of today Fs AJ-equipped commercial desktops remain

channelrestricted and A1\4Ds share of this business remains insignificant

49 Intel also purchased liPs exclusivity for its most popular notebook line HP

captured 15% of the retail market last Christmas with an Jntelpowered 14 display

notebook the DV 1000 with popular power saving feature called Quick Play When

AND sought to convince HP to carry similar A1v-powered notebook HP declined It

explained that Intel had paid between $3 and $4 million to Jock up this product line for at least

one year

50 Gateway After Gateways 2004 merger with eMachines AMD attempted to

revive the relationship it had enjoyed with Gateway until 2001 but experienced extremely

limited success While Gateway built one AIvD-powered desktop model at the request of

Circuit City AIvID remains locked out entirely of Gateways direct internet sales its

commercial offerings and its server line According to Gateway executives their Company has

paid high price for even its limited AMD dealings They claim that Intel has beaten them

into guacamole in retaliation

51 IBM AMID and IBM began negotiations in August 2000 over proposed

commercial PC business partnership After seven months and with deal nearing completion

Intel approached IBM with an incentve-based program under which Intel would become

IBMs preferred supplier for processors in commercial products Preferred meant

exclusive IBM accepted intels proposal and terminated discussions with AMD In return for
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that exclusivity according to ifiM executive Ed Thum Intel paid IBM milJions of dollars in

market development finds

52 Intel also acted to thwart AMD efforts to partner with IBM on servers Aithough

IBM joined Ah as launch
partner

when it introduced its Opteron 64bit server chip in April

2003 signaling to the industry and IT professionals its confidence in the product Intel soon

dissuaded IBM from aggressively marketing Opterari servers After investing heavily in its

design IBM consigned its one Opteron computer model to single target market segment

High Performance and Technical Computing This was done according to an industry report

confirmed by an IBM executive because Intel paid IBM to shelve any firther Opteron

development IBM also took Intel money in 2004 to scrap plans for multiplemicroprocessor

Opteron server it had already designed and previewed with customers

53 Intel has also purchased IBM exclusivity in its ThinkCentre line of commercial

desktops When AMD pressed IBM to add an Athlon 64 model to its ThinkCentre roadmap

IBM executives explained that the move would cost them important Intel subsidies and they

declined

54 Fujitsu In 2002 Fujitsu and AIvID formed an alliance to develop lowpower

commercial notebook FMV Lifebook MG Series scheduled to go to market in the first

quarter of 2003 which AMD spent over 20 million yen designing Shortly before the launch

Fujitsu told AIvID that Intel would not allow it to launch an Al Dpowered commercial

notebook and the project died To this day AIVID remains locked out of Fujitsus commercial

notebook lines Intels exclusionary conduct with Fujitsu extends beyond commercial

notebooks In the consumer space for example Intel purchased total exclusivity for Fujitsus

FMBiblo NB consumer notebook line When AMI tried to break Intels Jock on Fujitsu

notebooks by offering to match any Intel discount Fujitsu made clear that there was no price

AMD could pay because Intel simply would not allow it To this day AMID remains locked

out of Fujitsus Bible line
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55 FujitsuSiemens FujitsuSiemens European joiritventure was once

mainstay for AMDs desktop business with AMD chips powering over 30% of Fujitsu

Siemens offerings in the consumer sector In early 2003 Intel offered FujitsuSiemens

special discount on Celeron processors which FujitsuSiemens accepted in exchange for

hiding its AMID computers on its website and removing all references to commercial

Mvpowered products in the companys retail catalog

56 Intel has also succeeded in convincing FujitsuSiemens to impose market

restrictions on its AMD-powered PCs Its parent Fujitsu currently sells an Afrmequipped

Lifebook SlOb conimercal notebook but only in the U.S and Japan FujitsuSiemens has

declined As plea to offer the machine in the European market as well Similarly Fujitsu

Siemens designed for the European market the FMC Lifebook MG Series notebook But it

reü.ised to offer that computer in Asia or North America Finally although FujitsuSiemens

produces an AIvID commercial desktop the Scenico it refuses to advertise it on its website

offering it instead only as buildtoorder product Having invested significantly to bring

these computers to market FujitsuSiemens has been able to offer no explanation for its refusal

to exploit them worldwide AMDs unit share of FujitsuSiemens business recently fell beow

30% for the first time in four years

57 NEC Intel was forced to relax its hold on NECs business when longtime NEC

customer Honda Motor Company demanded that NEC supply it with servers powered by

AIvms Opteron microprocessors Aer underwriting the considerable expense of designing

and manufacturing an Opteron server for Honda NEC then inexplicably refused to market the

product to any of its other customers

58 There is no reason other than Intels chokehold on the OEMs for AIs

inability to exploit its products in important sectors particularly commercial desktops These

computers which large corporate customers buy in the tens of thousands at time represent

lucrative opportunity for the supplier Yet the microprocessors that power them are identical

to microprocessors in consumer computers sector in which AvlD has won both praise and
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market share The only material difference between the consumer and commercial segments is

that many more system builders supply deskiops to consumers making it more difficult for

Intel to control their microprocessor choice

Exc1usonwy Rebates

59 Intel has also imposed on OEMs system of first-dollar rebates that have the

practical and intended effect of creating exclusive or near-exclusive dealing arrangements and

artificially foreclosing AMD from competing for meaningftil share of the market In general

the rebate schemes operate as follows quarterly Intel unilaterally establishes for each of its

customers target level of purchases of Intel microprocessors If the customer achieves the

target it is entitled to rebate on all of the quarters purchases of fl microprocessors back to

the very first one generally in the neighborhood of 8-10% of the price paid Intel provides

the rebate in cash at the quarters close OEMs operate on razor-thin margins so qualifying for

an Intel rebate frequently means the difference between reporting profit or loss in the

coming and closely watched quarteily earnings

60 In contrast to volume discounts that sellers offer on graduated and non

discriminatory basis to reflect cost efficiencies that accrue when dealing in larger quantities

Intels is system of penetration or loyalty rebates designed to exclude AMD from

substantial portion of the market Intel intentionally sets rebate trigger at level of purchases

it knows to constitute dominant percentage of customers needs It is able to develop

discriminatory customer-by-customer unit or dollar targets that lock that percentage without

ever referencing it because industry publications accurately forecast and track anticipated

sales and because OEM market shares which industry publications also report weekly

monthly arid quarterly do no change significantly quarter to quarter

61 Intels retroactive discounts can operate to price microprocessors so low that

AMD is put at competitive disadvantage it cannot overcome Consider an OEM which

anticipates purchasing ZOO microprocessors that both Intel and AJVID sell for $100 each Intel

knows that because of its prior model introductions the customer will have to buy 60 from
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intel The customer considers buying its expected balance for its new models from AMD but

Intel offers it rebate that will entitle it to 10% retroactive discount 1f but jjj it

purchases 90 units or more If the customer buys 30 of the 40 additional units from Intel to

qualify for the rebate its incremental cost for the 30 will be $3000 30 units at $100/unit less

the 10% rebate going back to the tirat unit it purchased which amounts to $900 90 units

$1 0/unit for total of $2100

62 AMD can only capture the 30 units if it offers price that makes the customer

indifferent between getting the Intel rebate and getting an overall equivalent deal on AMD

microprocessors Thus for the 30 units that are up for grabs A14D would have to lower its

price to $70 par unit because 30 units $70/unit equals the $2100 net cost for buying from

Intel In effect the rebate forces AIvID to charge $20 dollars less than the $90 discounted Intel

price if it attempts to get any business from the customer at all That is because it is selling the

customer only 30 units over which it has to spread $900 discount while intel can spread it out

over 90 At the end of the day this creates serious competitive disadvantage for Aiv As

shown in the example AIvID is forced to discount its price three times as much as Intel just to

match the intel discount not because its processors are inferior far from it but because

Intel has assured for itself by its past predatory practices significant base of assured

demand which enables Intel to inexpensively spread its firstdollar discount Importantly this

new base of demand driven by the OEMs purchasing will enable Intel to repeat its

exclusionary practice when the next line of models is unveiled

63 At least in the short run most if not all of the major OEMs must engage

significantly with Intel because AMD is too small to service all their needs while

continuing to satis other customer demand because to meet customer expectations

OEMs must assure commercial computer buyers that specifications including the

microprocessor will remain unchanged during the products lifecycle and because Intel

has encouraged endusers to specify that processors be of the same family among similar

computers in one installation as this is perceived to increase reliability although technically
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this is not the case Intel uses its retroactive discounts to make its large captive market share

self-perpetuating In any one quarter AIvID cannot economically match IntePs retroactive

rebate because it competes for too small share of the customers volume aver which to spread

the dollars necessary to equal the customers total Intel cost savings As result it loses the

business and thus goes into the next selling cycle with Intel imbedded in additional customer

product over which Intel can spread its rebates This seies again to artificially constrain

AMDs opportunity to match Intels ensuing round of retroactive discounts Intels inter-

temporal leveraging of its market share effectively forecloses AIvID from ever having fair

opportunity to compete

64 Intel exacts severe penalty from OEMs who fail to meet their targets For

example during the fourth quarter of 2004 AIvID succeeded in getting on the HP retail

roadmap for mobile computers and its products sold very well helping AMD capture nearly

60% of HPs retail sales for the quarter Intel responded by withholding 1-s fourth

quarter rebate check and refusing to waive FIPs failure to achieve its targeted rebate goal

Instead Intel allowed HP to make up the shortfall in succeeding quarters when HP promised

intel at least 90% of Fms mainstream retail business

65 Intel has deployed variety of variants of this basic rebate scheme In the case of

one European OEM for example Intel imposes the additional condition that the customer

purchase target volumes of specific processars generally microprocessors against which

A1s products compete particularly well In the case of another Intel offers as an

inducement discounted microprocessors rather than rebates In the case of the European

division of one OEM intel has imposed target of between 70-90% of the customers

requirements Rather than qualifying the customer for cash rebate however meeting the

target entitles the OEM to purchase designated processors at up to 20% below normal cost

thereby enabling the customer to obtain favorable pricing on bundled products e.g

Centrino-series processor and chipset and/or to receive product offerings not available to

competitors
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66 Intel makes similar offers to smafler OEMs but they are generally unwritten and

Intel leaves undefined the consequences of failing to meet target Thus customer falls

short at its peril knowing only that it may lose its account with Intel and have to source future

products from Intel distributors which is both more expensive and provides less security of

supply than direct purchase

67 The salient features of all of Intels rebate schemes are that they are

discriminatory and market$oreclosing If the customer chooses to purchase any significant

quantity of microprocessors from AI it will not qualify for its rebate and its price will be

higher on all the Intel processors it buys across the board By tailoring targets to each

customers size and anticipated volume Intel locks up significant percentages of the market

much more effectively and at lesser cost to itself but to greater harm to AMD and

ultimately consumers as compared to offering such rebates for comparable purchase levels to

all customers on nondiscriminatory basis

68 Intels use of retroactive rebates leads in some cases to belowcost pricing on

incremental sales The following example shows why customers incremental cost of

purchasing from Intel those units that both Intel and AIvID could supply the contested sales

can be zero or even negative price AMD cannot match Consider an OEM which has

purchased 90 units of Microprocessor at $100 per unit under an Intel rebate scheme that

entitles it to 10% firstdollar discount but only after it purchases more than 90 units Its cost

for the 90 processors is $9000 The OEM is now considering an additional purchase of

further 10 units If it makes the additional purchase from Intel the OEM will meet the

expenditure condition and will qualify for the 10% per unit discount on all units Accordingly

the total spent will remain $9000 The incremental cost of the JO additional microprocessors

as well as Intels incremental revenue will be zero the $1000 additionally spent less the

1000 thereby saved In other words this scheme leads to incremental units being offered to

the OEMs for nothing leaving AlviD hopelessly boxed out
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69 Importantly even if Intel were to earn some incremental revenue on these

marginal units these additional revenues could be below the incremental cost of thefr

production As result JntePs additional profit on the sale would be negative but for the fact

that it had long-run exclusionary effect on Av Obviously ifIntel earns no revenues on

its additional saks it has to be foregoing profits As this analysis shows some of Intels

discriminatory retroactive rebates amount to unlawful predatory beowcost pricing

70 Even where Intels prices are above cost on the incremental volumes and overall

despite its retroactive rebate schemes these rebates enable Intel to lower prices selectively in

the contested market segment while maintaining higher prices in its captive market For

example Intel can offer rebates which are granted across the entire volume of sales but which

are triggered only if the OEM increases its purchases beyond the portion of its requirements

which is captive to Intel Indeed Intel can even price above the monopolys level for the

volumes below the benchmark and offer huge discounts for additional purchases knowing full

well that the OEM will not buy less than the benchmark and instead source the overwhelming

share of its purchases from Intel thereby qualifying for the putative rebate while at the same

time denying AIvID any reasonable volume opporinity

71 The use of retroactive rebates to limit AIvID to small share of an OEMs

business heightens the obstacle to inducing the OEM to launch AMD-powered platforms

OEMs incur substantial expense in designing and engineering new computer and make the

investment only ifthey foresee substantial chance of selling sufficient volume to recoup it

Intels rebate and other business strategies effectively cap the volumes of AMDpowered

products that an OEM can sell Hence Intels practices exacerbate normal impediments to

entry and expansion

Threats of Retaliation

72 Beyond exclusive dealing product and channel restrictions and exclusionary

rebates Intel has resorted to old-fashioned threats intimidation and knee-capping to deter

OEMs from dealing with AIv Intel has variety of pressure points at its disposal it can
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unilaterally reduce or withdraw discount rebate or subsidy it can impose discriminatory

price increase on disfavored customer extend price cut to that customers competitor or

force retailers into dropping the customers computers and buying from its competitor instead

or it can delay or dispute an allowance or rebate all of which can turn profitable quarter for

an OEM into an unprofitable one Other pressure points on accounts it deems disloyal include

threatening to delay or curtail supplies of scarce processors or essential technical information

Examples abound

73 As Gateway executives have recounted Intels threats beat them into

guacamole But Gateway is not alone Prior to its merger with Compaq Computer

received Intel threats every time it engaged with AlvfD In late 2000 for example Compaqs

CEO Michael Capellas disclosed that because of the volume of business he had given to

AMD Intel withheld delivery of server chips that Compaq desperately needed Reporting that

he had gun to his head Capellas informed an A14D executive that he had to stop buying

AMD processors

74 In 2002 Intel pointed its gun at NEC intel threatened to discontinue providing

NBC with the technological roadmap of future Intel products if NEC did not convert its entire

line of Value Star computers to Intel microprocessors Without that roadmap NEC would be

at distiiict competitive disadvantage Predictably NEC succumbed and eliminated ArvlD

from the Value StarL series in 2002 and 2003

75 NECs European subsidiary NEC-Cl which operates NECs European and non-

Japanese Asian divisions reported that Intel executives said they would destroy NEC-Cl for

engaging with AMD in the commercial desktop segment Intel told NEC-Cls retailers that

NEC-Cls AvtD dealings could impair its ability to supply products to its cutomers and when

NEC-Cl resisted the pressure Intel imposed discriminatory price increase

76 AMD had been engaged in discussions with IBM about introducing an Opteron

blade server when IBM suddenly announced that any such product it distributed could not
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bear an IBM logo When pressed for an explanation IBM reported that it could not appear

overly supportive of AMID server products because it feared intel retaliation

Interference with AMD Product Launches

77 Key to gaining quick market acceptance of new microprocessor is chipmakers

ability to develop lineup of reputable launch partners consisting of OEMs prepared to roll

out products featuring the chip major customers who are willing to buy and embrace it and

other industry allies such as major software vendors and infrastructure partners who can attest

to its quality and reliability Particularly for commercial and enterprise serverwork

station purchasers successful and impressive launch is essential to generating confidence

among the computer professionals who will be the potential audience for the new

microprocessor

78 Aware of the importance of product launches Intel has done its utmost to

undermine ATvs Set forth below are several examples

79 JsSeptember 23 2003 launch of Athlon64 was watershed event for the

Company Upon learning the launch schedule Intel did its best to disrupt it For example

Acer committed to support the AIVID rollout by making senior executive available for

videotaped endorsement and by timing the introduction of two computers desktop and

notebook to coincide with AMID events planned for Cannes San Francisco and Taiwan Days

before the event Intel CEO Craig Barrett visited Acers Chairman CEO and President in

Taiwan expressed to them Intels concern and said Acer would suffer severe

consequences if it publicly supported AMIDs launch The Barrett visit coincided with an

unexplained delay by Intel providing 15-20 million in market development funds owed to

Acer As result Acer withdrew from the launch in the U.S and Taiwan pulled its

promotional materials banned AMIDs use of the video and delayed the announcement of its

Athlon64powered computers Acers President subsequently reported that the only thing

different about Intels threats was the messenger they were usually done by lower ranking

managers not Intels CEO
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